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Dissertation Abstract
I defend two main claims about ignorance and moral responsibility, given their interplay with luck.
The first is that ignorance shouldn’t be understood in terms of lack of knowledge or true belief—
pace mainstream views—but rather in terms of the quality of the agency and practices that subjects
engage in when forming their beliefs. The second is that the effects luck can have in our morally
significant actions needn’t entail pessimism about our capacity to be morally responsible for what
we do, contrary to what some philosophers argue. The two claims suggest a new framework for
thinking about the role that ignorance and luck plays in our epistemic and ethical lives.
Philosophy orthodoxy has it that luck is incompatible with knowledge—a guess, even if true,
doesn’t amount to knowledge. Now, when it comes to ignorance, orthodoxy has it that ignorance
is equivalent either to (i) lack of knowledge or (ii) lack of true belief. If (i), the luck incompatible
with knowledge always makes one ignorant; if (ii), the luck that leads to forming a true belief never
makes one ignorant. But these two mainstream positions have failed to distinguish different ways in
which luck undermines knowledge and is concomitant to forming a true belief. As luck would have
it, not all forms of luck are ignorance entailing. I argue that whereas epistemic luck that permeates
the environment doesn’t yield ignorance because it allows the agent to retain epistemic access to the
world, epistemic luck that intervenes on the agent’s basis for belief is ignorance entailing, since the
agent doesn’t retain any epistemic access. I also show that these differences in epistemic luck visà-vis ignorance are significant in two ways: first, they allow me to argue that ignorance need not
be the result of failing to know or believing truly—that is, ignorance is neither lack of knowledge
nor of true belief. Second, they suggest an alternative view that understands ignorance in terms of
the epistemic access that an agent has to the world, given the quality of one’s epistemic agency in
forming a belief. On this view—what I call the Access View—epistemic access is irreducible to either
knowledge or true belief. The Access View has the virtues of being sensitive to the different ways in
which luck undermines knowledge and leads to the formation of true beliefs, allowing us to bring
together discussions of ignorance both in traditional and social epistemology, and to make sense of
the idea that blameless ignorance excuses moral wrongdoing.
In exploring the ethical dimensions of luck, this dissertation challenges the common idea that
luck in one’s morally relevant actions is incompatible with the fairness of evaluations of moral responsibility, since moral worth should be open to anyone, anywhere, anytime, which allegedly isn’t
the case if luck is allowed to influence the morally relevant aspects of our actions. By granting this
incompatibility, some philosophers have proposed that luck should not affect moral responsibility.
Given that luck seems ubiquitous, this incompatibility threatens to lead to skepticism about moral responsibility: no one is ever morally responsible (blameworthy or praiseworthy) for anything—we’re
all just lucky or unlucky to act as we do. This conundrum, known as the moral luck problem, is
grounded on a conception of luck as lack of control. But, again, as luck would have it, luck neither
makes moral responsibility unfair nor undermines it. For I argue in favor of what is called the modal
account of luck, according to which lucky events are those that occur and yet could have easily not
occurred. With this account of luck in place, we can not only avoid skepticism, but also dissolve the
tension between luck and the fairness of morality. Part of this dissolution means accepting that luck
in fact affects moral responsibility, and yet this doesn’t mean that evaluations of moral responsibility
are inherently unfair: that luck affects moral responsibility means that the grounds for those evaluations could have easily been other than what they are in actuality (e.g., one’s moral character traits,
one’s morally relevant circumstances, etc.), which is compatible with morality being open to anyone,
anywhere, anytime.
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